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IWI US, Inc. Galil Ace 7.62x39mm Semi-Auto Rifle - Blue/Black, 16" Barrel, 30 Rounds, Synthetic, Adjustable Stock
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Model:

GAR1639




 



Condition:

Factory New




 



Bud's Item Number:

97028



 


UPC:
856304004783

 


MFG:


IWI
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Based on the ultra reliable original Galil Rifle, the world famous modernized Galil ACE Rifle is proving to be just as impressive as its predecessors! The milled steel receiver houses an unfailing closed rotating bolt long stroke gas piston action and it accepts standard AK-47/AKM magazines. Among its improvements are the left side charging handle for off hand operation, and a fully adjustable Tritium night sight system. The picatinny tri-rail forearm features slide on/off rail covers with pressure switch access points for your accessories. Get one of the most dependable and highly accurate tactical styled pistols on the market today, get a Galil Ace!

Specifications and Features:
Israel Weapon Industries Galil Ace GAR1639
Semi Automatic Rifle
7.62x39mm
30 Rounds
16" Cold Hammer Forged CrMoV Chrome Lined Barrel
1:9.45" Right Hand Twist
Milled Steel Receiver
Left Side Reciprocating Charging Handle
Closed Rotating Bolt, Long Stroke Gas Piston
Adjustable Tritium Front Post Sight
2-dot Tritium Rear Aperture Sight
AKM/AK-47 Magazine Compatibility Full Length 2-Piece Picatinny Top Rail Picatinny Tri-Rail Forearm with Built In Rail Covers
Side Folding adjustable telescoping buttstock with 2 position removable comb
Overall length 34.5" (With Buttstock Unfolded and Collapsed)
Weight 7.5 lbs empty
Black 




  	Product Information

	Metal Finish	Blue/Black
	Action	Semi-Auto
	Caliber	7.62 x 39mm
	Barrel Length	16
	Overall Length	34.5"
	Trigger	Standard
	Safety	Ambidextrous
	Capacity	30
	Stock Material	Synthetic
	Item Type	Rifle
	Stock Color	Adjustable

 	Product Information

	Metal Finish	Green
	Action	Not Listed
	Caliber	327 Federal Magnum
	Barrel Length	17.5
	Overall Length	Not Listed
	Trigger	Geissele SSA Two Stage
	Safety	Thumb Safety
	Capacity	12+1
	Stock Material	
	Item Type	Other
	Stock Color	Altamont Thumbhole

 	Product Information

	Metal Finish	FDE/Tan
	Action	Revolver
	Caliber	6mm Remington
	Barrel Length	20.9
	Overall Length	50.37"
	Trigger	H.A.C.T. 2-stage trigger
	Safety	
	Capacity	21+1
	Stock Material	Carbon Fiber
	Item Type	Rifle
	Stock Color	Folding

 	Product Information

	Metal Finish	Bronze
	Action	Lever
	Caliber	6mm Remington
	Barrel Length	19.1
	Overall Length	26.60"
	Trigger	Two Stage
	Safety	No Manual Safety
	Capacity	50+1
	Stock Material	Aluminum Chassis
	Item Type	Lower Receiver
	Stock Color	American Black Walnut
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Retail Store Availability 



	In-Store Purchase Only
	Lexington, KY	 Not in store
	Greenville, KY	 Not in store
	Sevierville, TN	 Not in store








*Please Note!! Many of our pictures are stock photo\'s provided to us by the manufacturer and do not necessarily represent the actual item being purchased. Please verify this picture accurately reflects the product described by the title and description on this page before you place your order.
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Description








IWI US, Inc. Galil Ace 7.62x39mm Semi-Auto Rifle  	Model 
GAR1639	
Condition 

Factory New 
	Bud's Item # 
97028	UPC 
856304004783
	
Manufacturer 


IWI
 	
 



Based on the ultra reliable original Galil Rifle, the world famous modernized Galil ACE Rifle is proving to be just as impressive as its predecessors! The milled steel receiver houses an unfailing closed rotating bolt long stroke gas piston action and it accepts standard AK-47/AKM magazines. Among its improvements are the left side charging handle for off hand operation, and a fully adjustable Tritium night sight system. The picatinny tri-rail forearm features slide on/off rail covers with pressure switch access points for your accessories. Get one of the most dependable and highly accurate tactical styled pistols on the market today, get a Galil Ace!

Specifications and Features:
Israel Weapon Industries Galil Ace GAR1639
Semi Automatic Rifle
7.62x39mm
30 Rounds
16" Cold Hammer Forged CrMoV Chrome Lined Barrel
1:9.45" Right Hand Twist
Milled Steel Receiver
Left Side Reciprocating Charging Handle
Closed Rotating Bolt, Long Stroke Gas Piston
Adjustable Tritium Front Post Sight
2-dot Tritium Rear Aperture Sight
AKM/AK-47 Magazine Compatibility Full Length 2-Piece Picatinny Top Rail Picatinny Tri-Rail Forearm with Built In Rail Covers
Side Folding adjustable telescoping buttstock with 2 position removable comb
Overall length 34.5" (With Buttstock Unfolded and Collapsed)
Weight 7.5 lbs empty
Black
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Write Review












Archard N

on
03/29/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I was looking for a high-end 7.62x39 rifle and narrowed it down to the Sig and the IWI. The price at BUDs was lower (than the local LEO distributor) with the IWI in stock, and the purchase was easy and fast. With the addition of a Midwest industries forearm, the rifle with a Primary Arms Scope calibrated for the caliber, some good ammo, and the suppressor mount. After the break-in, the accuracy was impressive, with first-round hits on steel out to 600 yards. Dealing with Buds, the IWI Ace, and how well the rifle filled the need was GREAT. 











Charles S

on
04/01/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent all around gun, A+++! 











Steven C

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Rolls Royse of AK47's 











Collin S

on
03/22/2020




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I finally got around to shooting this rifle, first the pros: The tritium in the front post was a great idea, in daylight it is easy to acquire target acquisition and at night it glows. The picatinny rail all along the top, including over the dust cover is nice. The dust cover is extremely tight so when you field strip it you will notice this. It makes sense for this, since there is a rail on top and the rail is in two parts, first part over the gas block and second part over the dust cover. The stock is a side folder, which I always wanted one, can be folded and placed in backpacks or in your truck or just in a smaller area than a standard ak. The charging handle is smooth, I mean real smooth and it's on the left side instead of the usual right side for ak's. There is a safety on the left side and one on the right side. For righties it will be easy to manipulate with your right thumb or you could manipulate the safety on the right side with your right index finger. The trigger is descent, there's some travel before you hit the wall then it's a crisp break. Finally shooting the rifle is so much fun, with the sights I was very accurate from 60 yrds away, could've easily went further out. I placed a dead air muzzle break on it and the rifle shot great, with it having a milled receiver the rifle wasn't as heavy as I thought it would be. The cons: If you decide to mount an optic on top of the dust cover, there's a chance you would have to re-zero your optic (not guaranteed you will lose zero but possible). Then there's the selection of optics if you decide to mount it over the dust cover, a magnifier optic stands the best chance of losing zero over a red dot. As you utilize the rifle more and more the tightness of the dust cover is bound to loosen up. To what degree don't know, but the the recoil spring moving violently back and forth some give is going to take place. A pro that I failed to mention earlier, is theres a rubber piece between the recoil spring and dust cover release button to mitigate some of the violent action taken place every time you pull the trigger. The magwell is covered more than usual, IWI said to help guide the magazine in place. To me this is unnecessary, because ultimately it reduces some of the magazine options that you can use. Those thick waffle magazines won't fit and any ak drum will not fit. Lastly, the handguard is too short in my opinion,I have large hands and I feel alittle confined in the way I can grip the rifle. While it seems sturdy, the covers over the handguard will move alittle with continuous fire. I own a tavor x95 and that rifle has the same handguard concept, but it makes sense in the tavor because it's a bullpup rifle and you hold the rifle differently. I almost forgot, the side folding stock is very stiff. That is the one constant complaint that I read about. It is very sturdy and durable but can be a nightmare to fold. Maybe over time it will loosen or with some oil it might. I plan on changing out the hanguard with a 10 inch or 12 inch m-lok hanguard and replacing the stock with a skeletonized side folding original galil stock as well as replacing the trigger with a binary one and trimming down the magwell to where I can use a drum. I'm going to mount a micro red dot for the optic as well. Overall, I am pleased with the rifle, outside of me replacing the trigger which I planned on doing regardless, the handguard and stock and magwell are my biggest gripes that's why I give it 4 stars. The pros definitely outweigh the cons. I ordered this rifle on a Friday and received it on Wednesday, as usual buds was dependable. 











Darren U

on
12/17/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Instead of buying a mish mash of AK parts stuck together by who knows who. I went with a better quality IWI Galil excellent sights, a top rail for all kinds different sighting systems, forearm has removable parts exposing more rails. 3 different calibers 7.62x39 [AK47], 7.62x51[nato] 308, 5.56x45nato [223], 











Daniel W

on
03/22/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










If you're looking for a high quality AK style firearm Look no further. This is it. I did replace the foregrip with a rail that fits me better and I replaced the stock with a skeletonized floder. Functionality? This thing is great. And once again, the purchase was hassel free Thanks Buds 











Chris S

on
05/17/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Amazing quality. The top dust cover is maddening to put back on but I've read that they are all like that when brand new. I took off one star because mine didn't include the cheek riser. 











Matthew W

on
05/01/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First time in this store, and will be returning. Came in told the clerk I was picking up, inspected my rife and paid the 35 transfer fee the was on my way 15 minutes in all. 











Michael R

on
04/16/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I’ve been in the market for an AK variant rifle for a while so when I saw the Galil Ace was available I picked one up as soon as possible. I’ve only put just over 700 rounds through mine but here’s the good and bad I’ve experienced: The Good: I’ve experienced zero malfunctions so far when using Magpul and Eastern Block Steel 30 rnd mags with various brands of steel cased ammo. I was also surprised to discover my red dot sight mounted on the dust cover rail did indeed retain zero after field stripping the rifle (the dust cover sits extremely snug on the receiver and has no play at all). Your mileage may vary if you put anything magnified on it though. Another definite plus is the AK style safety lever has been shortened, making it much easier to actuate with the firing hand, assuming you’re right handed, than a standard AK. It also has the Galil style thumb safety if that is your cup of tea. The left side charging handle is a nice touch and makes weapon manipulation just a little bit easier in my opinion. Finally, accuracy was slightly better than other AK’s I’ve shot. I was able to get 2.5 MOA out of my ACE with run of the mill Wolf ammo. The Bad: My Ace absolutely HATES Magpul 20 rnd mags. I experienced failures to feed about every 3-4 rounds while using these. Sometimes rounds would not strip from the mag, other times they would double feed. I even had a couple of rounds get lodged in the receiver with the bullet nearly completely vertical. However, these same mags work perfectly in my other AK’s and the Ace has had zero hiccups with larger capacity versions. It’s a mystery. Another con in my opinion is the extremely short (and heavy) factory fore end. It severely limits your hand placement options and versatility when mounting lights, grips, etc. I replaced mine with a Midwest Industries rail and it is outstanding, totally transforms the rifle (but it’s an added expense). One last detractor for me is the weight. Mine weighs in at over 9 pounds unloaded with an optic, light, and sling (a product of the milled receiver and picatinny rails). Not a deal breaker, but something to consider. All things considered, I’m a big fan of the Ace. It’s built like a tank (weighs almost as much as one), has some cool features that most AKs do not, and is reliable with MOST mags. I’m sure it’ll out last me by many years. 











James M

on
04/11/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased the IWI Galil ace 7.62x39 from Buds Gun Shop recently. After checking and cleaning the weapon, I mounted an optic, and tried it out. I fired both brass an steel ammo, and the only interruption was to change magazines. 150 rounds were fired, without any type of stoppage. The fit and finish of this weapon is exceptional, and it operates the same way. I saw other reviews about this weapon elsewhere, and they were all favorable. I knew what to expect! It is not very often that I fire 150 rounds out of any weapon in one outing. I just wanted to torture test the Ace. IWI has produced a fine weapon here, and I would trust my life with it any day. I used three different types of magazines and some very cheap ammo, and the Ace just kept running. Takedown for cleaning is easy, and re-assembly also. This weapon is Five Stars all the way, and more people should look at IWI offerings------At Buds Gun Shop! 
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 Questions & Answers 




Ask the Community












	








Q: I see this is in stock at a couple stores, does anyone know what the in store price is? Thanks in advanced for the information.







	
Answered 
	
Asked 04/24/2021 02:24  by 
Andy B







A: 


Andy, Buds price is currently $2,099.00 - Cheers and stay safe!












	








Q: Is this rifle legal for purchase in md?







	
Answered 
	
Asked 08/14/2020 15:51  by 
Malcolm R







A: 


Hi Malcolm,
Unfortunately, I don't think this is MD legal due to couple of things: 1)Rifle with a capacity over 10 rounds. 2) Mag fed semi-auto that features both folding stock and flash suppressor. Check here for MD law according to Buds (https://www.budsgunshop.com/feeds/state_reg/maryland_restrictions.pdf). I hope this helps.


























 Fit Charts - (Compatible Items)






	

 


	Fit Charts: These items are compatible with this firearm	

 




		[image: Main product image for PPU Blank Ammo 7.62x39mm 15 Bx/ 96 Cs]
$9.49

	[image: Main product image for PMC Bronze Full Metal Jacket 7.62 x 39mm Ammo 123gr 20 Round Box]
$16.49

	[image: Main product image for Winchester 7.62x39MM 123 Grain Full Metal Jacket 20rd box]
$13.99

	[image: Main product image for Maxxtech NFR Steel Case Rifle Ammunition 7.62x39mm 123gr FMJ Boxer Primed 50/ct]
$32.99

	[image: Main product image for Ammo Inc M67 Ball Ammo, 7.62x39mm, 123 grain, Full Metal Jacket, 180 Rounds]
$121.99

	[image: Main product image for Blackhawk Sportster AR Carry Case 600D Poly 36" Bla]
$48.99

	[image: Main product image for Sterling 7.62x39 Ammo 123gr FMJ 20rd box]
$9.99


(Click here for details)
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Out of Stock Products




Products marked OUT OF STOCK are currently unavailable for purchase.
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Receive Money Saving Offers




Enter your email address to receive our best deals and other store updates.

















Enter your phone number to opt-in to receiving our best deals via text*





 



*By subscribing to Buds text messaging on 82124, you agree to receive recurring autodialed marketing text msgs (e.g. cart reminders) to the mobile number used at opt-in. Consent is not a condition of purchase. 
Msg frequency may vary. Msg & data rates may apply. Reply HELP for help and STOP to cancel. See Terms and Conditions & Privacy Policy.






Subscribing to BudsGunShop.com emails indicates your consent to our Conditions of Use and Privacy Notice.

Close















×
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Qualified Professionals Only







The manufacturer only allows us to sell this item to individuals they consider to be "Qualified Professionals".

Please click HERE to learn more about Qualified Professional discounts.


Are you a Qualified Professional? Click HERE to login or submit your credentials.
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Find Accessories For My Gun




























You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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